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PHOTOGRAPHY 
LESSONS

Learn to take better photos amidst  
Verbier’s spectacular natural setting

FULL DAY OR HALF DAY
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MONT FORT DISCOVERY DAY – 7 HOURS (FULL DAY)

Professional photographer, Sébastien Albert, will meet with you the evening before your 
photography day to ensure you’re fully prepared for the day of tuition to come, and 
therefore make the most of your time spent together.

The day begins at 9 a.m. with a little over an hour spent indoors touching on the technical 
aspects of the day’s lesson before heading outside where you will put theory into practice, 
exploring the photographic opportunities of the mountains. The day will consist of a blend 
of gentle walking on flat tracks and usage of the cable car system to access locations ideal 
for practicing and developing your photography skills with Sébastien’s professional tips and 
guidance. The high point of the day will surely be the views from the top of Mt Fort, which at 
3330 m provides a superb vantage point for the region as a whole.

The day finishes with some time spent in either a mountain or town restaurant where you 
can enjoy a drink or a meal whilst you discuss the photographic results of the day.

VERBIER PHOTO STROLL – 4 HOURS (HALF DAY)

This half day lesson begins at 9 a.m., with time spent both indoors and outside. After going 
over some basic theory, you wander out into the beautiful resort of Verbier in search of 
photographic inspiration and focus on improving your photographic abilities by putting 
theory into practice. Sébastien will provide technical knowledge and guidance together 
with practical advice throughout the morning. This is a great option for those less than 
perfect weather days and for people who might be reluctant to venture into the mountains 
but are keen to improve their photography.
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PHOTO EQUIPMENT
The lessons are aimed at ensuring you learn how to make the most of the equipment you use on 
a regular basis. To take full advantage of Sébastien’s expertise, a great set-up might be a Bridge 
camera, or a DSLR with zoom lenses covering the range between wide-angle to tele. However, those 
who use a compact digital camera are equally welcome, as these devices are full of useful and 
interesting features worth exploring. Learning how properly to use them will enable you to make the 
most of your camera. After all, as Sébastien says, the best camera is always the one you have with 
you when a photo opportunity arises, provided you know how to use it correctly! 

RATES 
Group lessons  Private lessons

Full day  195 chf per person  Full day  1 person 495 chf 
Half day  165 chf per person   2 people 650 chf 

  Half day  1 person 335 chf  
   2 people 475 chf
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SÉBASTIEN ALBERT
Originally from Northern Ontario in Canada, Sébastien came to Verbier over 20 years ago after 
being seduced by its spectacular beauty. His photography has taken him throughout the world 
and you can see his amazing images at www.trobophoto.com 

His technical skill together with his passion for photography and the mountain environment makes 
Sébastien a great teacher. Both outgoing and enthusiastic, he is keen to share with you his passion 
and knowledge, and help you acquire photographic skills to better capture the images you desire.

The small print

• Rates do not include a pedestrian lift ticket (if required) as well as lunch and drinks on the mountain. 

• Group lessons require a minimum of 3 people to run and are limited to a maximum of 6 people,  
 ensuring everyone gets the attention they deserve.

• We are not nor do we seek to act as mountain guides so participants should be aware that whilst the Mont Fort  
 Discovery Day is predominantly lift based it does take you into a high mountain environment. Participants  
 should be aware that whilst we are happy to offer suggestions regarding suitable clothing and equipment,  
 it is the individual’s responsibility to ensure they are properly equipped and take responsibility for their own  
 safety at all times.

• Cancellations will be charged at 100% with less than 24hrs notice, 75% with less than 48 hrs notice  
 and 50% with less than 1 weeks’ notice.

• Participants should ensure they have appropriate insurance.  
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